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Dear Citizens of the Biology Dept.
Before we go any further, I would just like to set the record straight that
team "sand-castle initiators" did indeed build a superior sediment pyramid
at this year's BOGS retreat (observe Exhibit A). Now on to more serious
business... I would like to welcome all of our newest grad students to BOGS
& The Biology Department! I'm sure I speak for everyone in saying "Thanks!"
to

Sophia Stone for organizing an excellent orientation day that featured

pizza+salad, FGS guest speakers, and a grad student panel (great job

Georgia, Beth, Scott, & Angela for sharing your academic wisdom).
This past summer also saw some fun events including: Bio Assassins (led
by Mili, Erin, & Alastair), a reprise (by popular demand) of Diego Ibarra's
Giant Squid Story, and the ever-so-epic Dept. BBQ (a million thanks to
Diego & Allison for hosting). BOGS would also like to thank all those who
participated in this Sept's BOGS Retreat, including organizers Mili &
Elizabeth, and to our Spaghetti Cooking Dream Team (a.k.a. Gordon,
Scott, et al.). Furthermore, a Big BOGS Thank You goes out to Julie and
Melanie for organizing an awesome BioBall event this past spring!

UPCOMING BOGS EVENTS
BOGS Holiday Party

— Dec 2019

Regular 5th Floor Lounge Events:
BioCoffee
Tues @ 10:30am

FISH Talks
Fri @ 3:30pm (as posted)

Dept Seminars
Thurs @ 11:30am (as advertised)

Questions? B.O.G.S. Social Coordinators:
Mili S. // mili.sanchez@dal.ca
Elizabeth Z. // Elizabeth.Zwamborn@dal.ca

In planning our next newsletter, folks have expressed interest in
contributing to some new "creative and collaborative columns", including
(but not limited to): a BOGS Recommends section, TA Tips, Biology
Artwork, and (or) an advice column. I would encourage all those
wanting to participate to dream big and contact me at
dalbogs@dal.ca to discuss content ideas.
Until next time,

Brent Robicheau

(BOGS President)

Exhibit A

Page Turners
(BOGS Book Blurb)
What I’m reading: Seeds of Science: Why we got it so wrong

science-based argument he suggests that emotion is

on GMOs by Mark Lynas, a former anti-GMO activist turned

more important than rationality in swaying opinions on

advocate, is a history of the opposition to genetically modified

GMOs (drawing heavily from Jonathan Haidt’s The

organisms (GMOs). As a fan of GMOs I was looking for a bit of

Righteous Mind). I disagreed with his contention that

confirmation bias here, and Lynas delivers, systematically

perceived environmental violations based on emotion

countering a number of objections to GMOs and Monsanto.

but not science is a reasonable source of ethical

Amongst the carefully researched statistics are gripping and

decision making. But this philosophical equivocating

often hilarious tales of the author’s own exploits as an activist in

may also be the book’s greatest strength, and Lynas’

the 1990s (he once attempted to steal Dolly, the sheep). But the

genuine desire to reach across the aisle and

most interesting chapters are where he tries to return to the

understand the other side is a refreshing rarity.

mindset of an anti-GMO activist, interviewing friends from his

Regardless of your stance on GMOs there’s a lot to

days as an activist about their continued reasons for protesting

learn and like about this book.

GMOs. Things threaten to go off the rails here. Despite his

Sarah Salisbury (PhD Candidate)

BIO Research is AWESOME!

This section of the newsletter is dedicated to all the AWESOME things BOGS members have been doing
in relation to their research this past summer & early fall — seriously...check out those rare plants!

Hunter Stevens
Chad Simmon's

doing field work

in the Margaree River Valley.
target

Hunter works on salmon and has

species. Excitingly, Chad found

experienced many insects on his

one of his rare plant species

hand at once (see News and

growing on someone's lawn!

Views section of newsletter).

Photo provided by Chad S.

Photo provided by H Stevens.

One of

Fieldwork photo of the
first all-female crew in
Balaena's history. Image
Leonard Lab member doing

provided by Whitehead

avian fieldwork. Photo from

Hilary Mann.

Lab member

Hersh.

Hilary seeks to

determine the factors that
influence the prevalence of
double brooding in the

An ever photogenic seal pup.

Maritime Barn Swallow

Picture provided by

Mili Sanchez

population. See News section.

and titled "TA DA".

Mili also

successfully completed her ATC
exam this past season!

Taylor

Recent Publications

Congratulations to our BOGS members with new publications!

Bliss SE, Hamilton DJ, Gratto-Trevor C, Paquet J (2019) Are disproportionate losses
of eastern breeding Semipalmated Sandpipers (Calidris pusilla) driving declines
in the upper Bay of Fundy, Canada? The Wilson Journal of Ornithology 131: 260–271.

Bryndum-Buchholz A, Tittensor D, Blanchard JL, Cheung WWL, Coll M, Galbraith ED,
Jennings S, Maury O, Lotze HK (2019) Twenty-first-century climate change impacts
on marine animal biomass and ecosystem structure across ocean basins. Global
Change Biology 25: 459–472.
Lotze HK, Tittensor DP,

Bryndum-Buchholz A, et al. (2019) Global ensemble projections

reveal trophic amplification of ocean biomass declines with climate change.
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences USA 116: 12907-12912.

McCain JSP and Bertrand EM (2019) Prediction and consequences of cofragmentation
in metaproteomics. Journal of Proteome Research 18: 3555-3566.
Wu M*,

McCain JSP*, Rowland E, Middag R, Sandgren M, Allen AE, Bertrand EM (2019)

Manganese and iron deficiency in Southern Ocean Phaeocystis antarctica populations
revealed through taxon-specific protein indicators. Nature Communications 10: 3582.
*Authors contributed equally.

Pisano OM, Kuparinen A, Hutchings JA (2019) Cyclical and stochastic thermal variability
affects survival and growth in brook trout. Journal of Thermal Biology 84: 221-227.

Youssef N, Budd A, Bielawski JP (2019) Introduction to Genome Biology and Diversity.
In: Anisimova M. (eds) Evolutionary Genomics. Methods in Molecular Biology, vol 1910.
Humana, New York, NY.

News & Views, Endevours & Adventures
Noor Chad S (MSc Candidate) and his funders launched the Rare
Youssef (who presented at SMBE in July)
Acadian Plant Project and spent the summer scouring over
recommends having a "Bio Grads Recommend"
80 sites in Nova Scotia's forests for rare plants. Chad's project
For the next edition of the BOGS newsletter,

This past field season

section that includes local restaurants, bars,

focuses on identifying what forest types the target species

coffee shops, hike spots, and (or) other activities.

(A. americana, C. americana, and G. pubescens) are growing

Noor writes "...this might be useful for new

in and using this knowledge to better protect them. Check out

students!" Those interested are encouraged to

the Bio Research is Awesome section of newsletter for more

collaborate with Noor for the next newsletter.

cool info on Chad's rare plant targets.

This past Federal election season

Hilary M from the

Leonard lab monitored 64 Barn Swallow

compares the environmental platforms of political parties.

nests (with 229 chicks), bottle-fed a

pigeon-in-

experienced what she calls a '

the-face' incident. Perhaps of the bird

pictured? (see right image). You'll have
to track down Hilary for more info.
Nevertheless, exciting times indeed!
"Creepy baby pigeon" image
provided by

Since last BioBall

Hilary Mann.

Taylor H has done

fieldwork in Dominica, and is now in

Scotland for the fall semester

of herself (left) and Pernille.

cool photos (see example
below) while working on
salmon during his field
season in the Margaree
River Valley (Cape Breton).

busy presenting this past
June in Arendal (Norway)

Rendell on a portion of her thesis.

at the

Taylor writes "[this is] Pernille and I

Hunter S captured some

Xavier Bordeleau was

where she is working with Luke

Regarding the photo on the left,

Taylor H.

Andrea
Bryndum-Buchholz (PhD
Candidate) gave a
présentation on Marine
animal biomass shifts
under 21st century climate
change in Canada’s three
oceans in Brest France!
Congrats Andrea.
This past June 2019,

baby alpaca named Dylan, and

Radio tracking photo from

Isabelle Hurley co-

authored envirovote.ca; an awesome website that

5th International
Conference on Fish
Telemetry. But even

radio tracking a drop buoy". BOGS

more exciting, on Sept

wishes you the

12th Xavier defended his

Hunter S. Ask Hunter for

PhD thesis.

more info the next time you

best of luck in

Scotland Taylor!

Xavier!

Well done

Photo of insects provided by

see him at BioCoffee!
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